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butler

comfortably functional
Cleverly designed for modern seating arrangements, our Butler Ottomans take advantage of plush upholstered surfaces to make the most 
of your living space. Accompanied by generously sized wooden trays, these simple yet stylish ottomans double as coffee tables, providing 
you and guests a place for coffee or cocktails. Wood frames are craftsman-built in North Carolina, featuring solid maple legs, lower shelving, 
and one or two matching trays. Upholstered tops are fitted in expertly tailored fabrics and padded with dense, eco-friendly foam for sink-
into comfort.

product details
 � Selected from the highest quality hides in the world, our artisan-crafted leathers are dyed and finished by hand to 

accentuate their natural colors and preserve their distinct texture.

 � Easy-Care Recycled Leathers are crafted from the remains of top-quality hides and hand-finished to highlight the materials’ 

rich colors and texture—retaining the beauty and style of the originals.

 � Norre recycled leathers are resistant to stains, fading, scratches and moisture; and can be easily spot-cleaned using mild 

soap and water.

 � Craftsman-built frames are constructed using solid, reinforced, laminate hardwood for lasting strength and superior stability.

 � Solid wood legs, shelves, and trays are made from solid maple and hand-finished to complement upholstered surfaces.

 � Made in America—this collection was handcrafted by upholstery artisans in North Carolina.

 � Arhaus upholstery is made using wood certified by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative.

 � Upholstered tops are sustained by a durable network of interwoven nylon webbing for flexible and resilient support.

 � Cushion cores are made with dense, eco-friendly foam made partly from sustainable, plant-based material.

 � Tufted detailing is expertly hand-sewn to accentuate upholstered surfaces.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.
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Fabrics: Easy-Care:

Leathers:

Finishes:

your style your way 
Craft a custom design that tells your style story.  

This collection is available in special-order:

Fabrics, Leathers, Finishes, and more. 

Ask in store or call 866.427.4287

*available 
 by special 
 order

Rectangle Non-Tufted Ottoman 
47” w x 31” d x 17” h 
Mardan Graphite / Fossil 1009BHRCPMG 
includes two removable trays

Round Non-Tufted Ottoman 
32” diameter x 17” h 
Lil Battle / Fossil XB3LMO5* 
includes one removable tray
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39” Square Tufted Ottoman 
39” w x 39” d x 17” h 
Libby Espresso / Sierra 411BH05LLE 
includes two removable trays

Rectangle Biscuit-Tufted Ottoman 
47” w x 31” d x 17” h 
Norre Steel / Fossil  1011BHBEBNS 
includes two removable trays

Rectangle Tufted Ottoman 
47” w x 31” d x 17” h 
Libby Espresso / Sierra 411BH06LLE 
includes two removable trays

39” Square Biscuit-Tufted Ottoman 
39” w x 39” d x 17” h 
Libby Espresso / Sierra 411BH07LLE 
Norre Steel / Fossil 1011BHSQBNS 
includes two removable trays

27" Tray 
27” w x 21” d x 2” h 
Hickory BUTLERTRAY 
Sierra 1BUTLRRCTRY 
Fossil 1BUTLRRCTRYF

48” Square Biscuit-Tufted Ottoman 
48” w x 48” d x 17” h 
Libby Espresso / Sierra2013BHOTBLE   
Norre Steel / Fossil  1013BHOTBNS 
includes two removable trays

35" Tray 
35” w x 17” d x 2” h 
Fossil 1BUTLRSQTRYF 
Sierra BUTLERTRAYSQ


